
AUDIT FUEL USAGE

Blue Tree’s advanced Fuel Auditor allows fuel to be monitored down to the 
last gallon. The Fuel Auditor compares how much fuel is purchased to how 
much fuel is burnt by each engine in your fleet, and alerts the user if there is a 
discrepancy between the two figures. The Fuel Auditor also records fuel tank 
levels every five minutes to detect fill and extraction events together with the 
time, date and location of each event.

HOS ADVISOR AUTOMATES COMPLIANCE

Blue Tree’s unique HOS Advisor™ is like having a HOS expert along for 
the ride. It automates hours of service calculations and provides drivers with 
the options available to maximize their remaining working hours and ensure 
compliance. HOS Advisor™ takes the headache out of HOS compliance for 
the driver - by doing the hard work for them.

AUTOMATED HOS MANAGEMENT

Blue Tree provides the industry’s most comprehensive and user friendly HOS 
management solution which significantly reduces administration time and 
costs while ensuring drivers remain compliant. Blue Tree is fully compliant 
with US FMCSA and Canadian working hours regulations, complete with pre-
border checks to see available hours in each jurisdiction before crossing the 
border.

REDUCE FUEL COSTS BY OVER 10%

Blue Tree provides the industry’s most advanced driver analytics and 
coaching tools that quickly and easily deliver immediate fuel savings of over 
10% and improve road safety. Performance reports are very intuitive and 
summary scores are backed up by detailed data that is accessible with a 
single mouse click. 

OUR PARTNERS

TRUCK MANAGEMENT

Save over 10% on fuel
Improve road safety and compliance
Improve operating efficiencies



LIVE TRACKING AND ASSET MANAGEMENT

Live status views showing vehicle location and status including driver name, 
drive time remaining, fuel level and more. Comprehensive reporting gives 
you total visibility of fleet activity including stop details, trip information and 
route replay. Blue Tree also allows customers to monitor fleet efficiency 
against predefined fleet or group KPI’s.

SCHEDULED REPORTING

Scheduled Reporting allows users to receive PDF or Excel reports directly 
over any specificed timeframe, or provide summary reports to selected staff 
on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. This allows users to stay on top of their 
key fleet metrics on a regular basis without having to manually run the reports.
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ENGINEERED FOR THE FUTURE. 
AVAILABLE NOW.

3G

Blue Tree’s all-new BT500 hardware platform, which 
powers the truck management solution, has been 
designed and engineered in-house by Blue Tree’s 
highly experienced and skilled teams. The advanced 
platform is designed to be future-proofed for many years 
offering a host of communications interfaces, storage 
and connectivity options. Based on Android, Blue Tree’s 
hardware platform provides Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and USB 
connectivity and full support for 3G. 

POLYGON GEO-FENCING & WATCHBOX ALERTS

Geo-fence an unlimited number of locations using Blue Tree’s state-of-the-
art polygon geo-fencing feature. Once a location is geo-fenced you can 
run reports per location or group of locations (e.g. report all dwell times at 
customer locations over the last week, month, or over any time interval)

Watch-boxes alert you when a vehicle enters or leaves a location within any 
period of time specified by the user.

MOBILE WORKFORCE

Built on the Android system, Blue Tree’s in-cab mobile workforce solution is 
designed for maximum flexibility and provides workflow management, pre 
and post trip checks, satellite navigation (supplied by Garmin or ALK), text-
to-speech, custom data entry forms and in-cab driver performance feedback. 
See Mobile Workforce brochure for more information.

MAINTENANCE PLANNER

Schedule services and inspections based on time elapsed (e.g. every 6 
months) or distance. Blue Tree will automatically advise you when services 
are coming due and when they are overdue and schedule the next service 
once completed.


